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Mu rhythm, one of the EEG alpha components, is recorded at the central region on the scalp 
corresponding to the sensorimotor area, and is reduced by activation of the brain motor system. It has 
been reported that high-functioning individuals with autism spectrum disorders(ASD) show mu 
power suppression related to self-performed hand movements but not when observing those 
performed by others. To clarify whether these phenomena were specific to high-functioning  
individuals with ASD, we measured mu power for observing and executing movements in 14 non-
ASD and 11 ASD children (the age ranged from 6 to 18 years old) with intellectual disabilities. EEG 
rhythms were recorded on the scalp while subjects were resting with eyes open; watching animated 
clips of ball throw, ball catch, paper rock (i.e., opening and closing of fist) and bouncing ball; 
moving their own hand to catch a ball and do paper rock.
We focused on the alpha component at the central region contralateral to the dominant hand. In 
the non-ASD group, alpha power was distinctly suppressed when subjects observed other's paper 
rock and performed their own, compared with rest and other conditions. We consider that this alpha 
component was mu rhythm and the power suppression indicated activation of the brain system for 
simple motor tasks than for complex tasks such as ball handling. Mu suppression for simple actual 
and observed tasks such as paper rock were less in the ASD group than in the non-ASD group. We 
suggest that this weak activation of observation and execution system for movement is characteristic 
of individuals with both ASD and intellectual disabilities but not of non-ASD ones with intellectual 
disabilities. Furthermore, since there was a little mu suppression for simple tasks in children with 
ASD, we should investigate a required condition to activate the brain motor system for  children with 
ASD.
Key Words: EEG mu rhythm, children with intellectual disabilities, ASD, observation and execution, 
brain system for movement
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ディングボール（o. bouncing ball）、動作観察刺激として投動作（o. ball throw）、ボールキ
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準偏差である。検定には、one sample t testを用いた。non-ASD群では、非生物的運動の観
察及び動作の観察・遂行いずれの課題においても安静開眼時に比してパワーの抑制傾向が
認められるが、中でも手掌開閉動作の観察課題o. paper rockと遂行課題do paper rockでは成
分パワーが有意に抑制されている（o. paper rock t (13)=-2.86, P<0.05； do paper rock t (10)=-
3.46, P<0.01）。また、自身の手で落下するボールをキャッチする動作課題catch a ball時に
も、有意ではないが成分が比較的明瞭に抑制されている。一方、ASD群では、手掌開閉動
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